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Abstract
With the overwhelming number of open-source resources available online, the developer
community is always looking to expand their knowledge. Collaborative development has been
recognized as an efficient method of learning by several students and industry professionals. Hence,
developers seek to obtain more hands-on experience while collaborating with people of similar
interests to develop their skill set. However, finding active projects at various online platforms is very
time-consuming. The existing online tools aren’t very effective in connecting technology enthusiasts
that are looking to work on a project together.
To facilitate the initial stages of the collaboration process, this Master’s report presents Idea
Pool application. Idea Pool serves as a platform for developers to share ideas and jointly initiate the
development to advance their skills. Idea Pool inspires users to post their project proposals, allowing
other interested users to request collaboration. It permits users to connect with teams that are actively
looking to onboard developers for ongoing projects. A user study was conducted to evaluate the
system wherein all participants agreed that they would prefer Idea Pool for initiating a design
collaboration. Moreover, it was found that Idea Pool offers a time-efficient solution to discover active
projects of interest for the users looking to further develop their skills.
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1. Introduction
One of the most important factors for getting a programming job is the extensiveness and
depth of a programmer’s project portfolio. Research analysts believe that to hire the best software
developers, one must look out for someone who is creative and has more ideas. Developers reflect
their eagerness to learn and their passion for doing projects when they have a portfolio to show [1].
Tim Clem, who oversees product and corporate strategy for GitHub said “The best job applicants
build things for me. They redesign part of GitHub and put it on Hackernews, or they take apart an
app like GitHub for Windows and tell me what's wrong with it. It's the reverse of the normal hiring
process.” [2]
So, after taking multiple project-based courses as well as aiding in a few of them as a Teaching
Assistant, I realized how frequently students exchange project ideas with each other. Such courses
usually require students to complete a team project by the end of the term. In the initial weeks of the
course, project ideas are either discussed in-person or shared via popular communication channels
among students to help form teams. These channels can be Slack, Canvas discussion board, forums,
emails, Google Docs, GitHub Repos, class presentations, etc. However, proposing ideas to a group
of people, particularly something that might motivate them to work together is challenging.
In a later discussion with peers, it was scrutinized that the formation of teams is essentially
based on prior familiarity with a team member or interest in the target problem of a proposed project.
However, not everyone is aware of all the proposals presented by peers. The lack of information
eventually leads to the formation of teams that don’t function to their maximum potential or even
lack the motivation. The main reason is the absence of an efficient channel to share these proposals.
To make an informed decision, students need to either sit through multiple class presentations or
manually look for a project of interest from multiple documents or discussion posts. Sifting through
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huge volumes of proposals can be time consuming. Moreover, this process may not be very efficient.
There can be certain aspects of the project that are unclear and need more explanation. In this case,
how do you contact the person? How do you know if there are any spots left on the team you want to
contribute towards? This may further add to the time required to make a decision and get the project
started.
To ease this process, Idea Pool provides a platform where users can create project proposals
within a few minutes and share them with other users of the application. The creation of proposals
requires project owners to add images related to the project theme, making them appear more
informative. On a wider scale, Idea Pool is designed to provide the opportunity to connect and initiate
collaboration on projects to develop skills of interest. With the era of open-source software
development, more and more developers look forward to participating in projects across the world to
build competing & innovative software solutions. To promote this, adequate collaborative tools are
needed to encourage software development as distance aggravates coordination and control problems
[E. Carmel 2001].
Consequently, the popularity of tools that facilitate collaboration like Git has risen sharply
worldwide over the years, as shown in Figure 1. The graph indicates the increased interest of users in
collaborative software development via Git. However, it has been observed that individuals
participate in online, large-scale, ill-defined communities that often have hundreds if not thousands
of members [Dabbish 2012]. Oftentimes developers find themselves contributing to open-source
projects that have either become inactive or have multiple pull requests for the raised issues. There is
no assurance of getting feedback on the work done and there is a lesser chance of active learning.
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Figure 1: Increase of interest in Git usage in the past years [data by Google Trends].
To ease the process of creating and sharing project proposals as well as requesting
collaborations on active projects of interest, this Master’s report presents Idea Pool.
This system provides a summarized view of various proposals added by the users. The
addition of images to these proposals makes it easier for the users to sift through multiple project
themes at once. It is designed to provide an opportunity to connect users of similar interests that are
looking to develop a certain skill set while contributing towards an active hands-on project.
A user study was conducted to evaluate Idea Pool on the ease of browsing through project
proposals, request collaboration on active projects, and inspire users to devise their own proposals in
order to develop their skills. The study confirmed that Idea Pool is a more usable and efficient system
to initiate collaboration with others.
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2. Related Work
There are various platforms that allow users to search through an elaborate pool of projects to
work on according to their interests. However, the sheer quantity of data present for a single search
may cost the user hours of precious time that can be rather utilized in the learning process. A user
may lose their motivation to learn or involve themselves in a project that may not produce a
productive outcome. Many collaborative tools allow developers across the world to collectively work
on projects. These systems offer great features to help developers coordinate throughout the
development cycle. Nonetheless, they work best for small groups or controlled communities. A
beginner who is seeking to learn by contributing to open-source projects may not receive any
feedback on their work due to the overwhelming number of contributions made every day. In this
section, we will discuss different software tools currently available to share ideas with others and ask
for collaboration.

2.1 Idea Sharing Platforms
Everyone has ideas, but they only bring value to people when they are known to others and
are shared effectively. Also, getting an idea, particularly one that requires the establishment of a team,
is easier said than done. Some tools work conjointly in order to achieve the purpose.

2.1.1 Discussion Boards
The discussion boards offered by various learning management systems like Canvas or
Piazza[5] provide the students with an opportunity to discuss their project ideas. Students can respond
to the posts with suggestions or showing their interest in the proposed idea. However, such discussion
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boards do not provide a standard template or guideline for students to mandate the addition of basic
information one might want to read while skimming through them. Eventually, the students spend a
lot of time trying to find out relevant pieces of information from text-heavy content, as shown in
Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Example of a Piazza discussion board

2.1.2 Idea Spotlight-Wazoku
Wazoku’s Idea Spotlight[6] is a platform that offers Idea Spaces and Challenges to target
strategic objectives. It is built for organizations to encourage idea generation around certain themes
and topics they are prepared to fund. They target to showcase ideas in a way such that they bring
value to the organization, keeping the C-suite aligned and engaged with the front-line staff. While
this application offers excellent resources to put forward ideas and connect with relevant people, it
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comes with a fee and has a specific target audience. Figure 2.2 shows a sample feature of the
application. It is available as a paid idea management platform for large or midsize businesses.

Figure 2.2: Innovation use case sharing using Idea Spotlight

2.1.3 GitHub
As briefly discussed in the introduction, Git gained a lot of interest over the years and have
become one of the go-to places for developers to contribute to open-source projects. It provides its
users to not only create project collaborations but also follow other users and explore how they are
contributing to various technologies and trends. One can start a new project, add contributors and
start implementing right away while managing the code commits made by all the members without
having to communicate the changes. GitHub[7] provides a platform to discover, share and build better
software by bringing a large community of developers together. However, there exist ill-defined,
large scale communities that are not well-controlled to offer any feedback to the contributors.
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Moreover, GitHub doesn’t provide a usable interface to post project ideas and share them with other
users effectively in order to learn a new skill.

2.2 Social Networking Platforms
Various social networking platforms provide a wider range of people to come together and
collaborate on projects of interest. These provide an excellent mode of communication between users.
They can find people with similar interests here via their connections (at LinkedIn[8]) or by joining
interest groups (at Slack[9]/Facebook[10]). However, these platforms don’t encourage users to
initiate collaboration effectively.

The communication may eventually dry out due to lack of

motivation and the main purpose of collaboration may be lost.

3. Solution
Idea Pool provides a usable and intuitive platform to share ideas and gather interested people
to work on them collectively. The application encourages users to engage themselves in forthcoming
projects of their technological interest while promoting project-based learning. The users can send
requests to collaborate on a project of their choice if there are any spots left on the team. Through
Idea Pool, users can scan through multiple proposals at once with a summarized view of important
details about the project. Figure 3.1 illustrates Idea Pool’s key services, which will be discussed in
detail in the subsequent subsections.
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Figure 3.1: System Architecture of Idea Pool

3.1 User Interface and Backend Services
This section briefly discusses the various interfaces of Idea Pool, and the backend services
associated with them. The user can access Idea Pool by a public URL that redirects them to the landing
page of the application as displayed in Figure 3.2. The hamburger icon further invites a user to
Login/Sign Up into the application.
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Figure 3.2: Landing Page of Idea Pool

Authentication: The user is required to Sign Up/Login to use Idea Pool. When a user attempts
to sign up, they are redirected to a centralized login page as shown in Figure 3.3. The Auth0[11] SDK
redirects them to the Authorization Server where they can choose from one of the configured login
options (username/password, social identity providers: Gmail or GitHub).
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Figure 3.3: Idea Pool lets user authenticate using their GitHub/Google profile

Home Page: This interface gives access to all the recent project proposals added by other users
of the application. A user can scan through the list of projects from the home page that shows essential
details about the projects in a summarized card view. If interested, the user can further click on the
project to get a more detailed view of the proposal. The home page also provides an option to quickly
filter the projects based on the user’s preferred technical stack as seen on the left section of Figure
3.4. The functionality to add a new project proposal is also available as a quick shortcut on this screen
to encourage users to share their project ideas with others.
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Figure 3.4: Home page gives user a summarized view of all project proposals uploaded by
other users of the application

View a proposal: This screen gives users the access to view more details about the ideas
proposed by other users. They can view detailed requirements and contact information of the user
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who proposed the idea. In case the user is interested in collaborating, they have the ability to send
collaboration requests via this webpage, see Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Users can view further details about the project by clicking on the project card

Request to Collaborate: The interested users can reach out to the project owner and request to
collaborate on their idea via this section of the application, see Figure 3.6. The project owner will
receive an email as soon as the user submits the message and can respond back with further details
or schedule. Nodemailer[12] was utilized to integrate email sending service in Idea Pool.
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Figure 3.6: A user can request to collaborate on a project that have spots left on the team

Add New Project: The users are required to fill in set details for the project so that a certain
standard is maintained throughout the various proposals shared on Idea Pool, see Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Adding a new project proposal to Idea Pool
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Figure 3.8: Users can access the proposals posted by them via ‘My Proposals’ section

My Proposals: This section of Idea Pool displays the personal collection of ideas proposed by
the current user of the application. A user can add another proposal or modify/delete the existing ones
via this section. Figure 3.8 shows a list of proposals added by the user while Figure 3.9 displays the
ability of a user to modify/delete their proposal. Users may utilize this to keep their requirements upto-date in terms of project description or number of spots left on the team.
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Figure 3.9: Users have the ability to modify or delete their proposed idea

Edit a proposal: This section of the application provisions a user to modify the entered details
for a proposed project. A user may want to update the description of the project upon discussion with
other team members or might want to update the spots left on the team while revising the scope of
the project. Figure 3.10 shows how the application facilitates this feature.
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Figure 3.10: User can update the details of the proposal from this screen
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3.2 Web Server
Idea Pool uses Express to create an http server to send requests from the client side to the
backend services designed in Idea Pool. Express provides a simple way to create a web server and
render HTML pages for different HTTP requests by configuring routes for the application. The
backend services of Idea Pool were developed using Node.js.

3.3 Database
The node API is designed in a way that it interacts with the mongo DB to store and fetch data
for Idea Pool. MongoDB Atlas[13], a global cloud database service, is utilized to create the database
for this application. The main collection of database stores details regarding the project proposals
shared by all users of the application.
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4. Evaluation
The Idea Pool’s evaluation consisted of a user study to evaluate the usability of the
application. The aim of the study was to compare user’s experience with Idea Pool alongside its
competitor Git in set tasks. The tasks were set before the study as they seemed most appropriate for
the basis on which both systems were being evaluated. A small survey was conducted to determine
what existing systems the students at Oregon State University use to do these tasks. Git was chosen
as the most common response from that survey.

4.1 The Study
The user study was aimed at answering several questions:
•

Would they choose Idea Pool over Git for collaborating on projects of interested technical
stack to improve their skill set?

•

Would users consider Idea Pool more usable than Git to effectively share project ideas with
others?

•

Can browsing through Idea Pool inspire users to devise innovative ideas of their own?

Methodology
The study was divided into three tasks, each designed to evaluate a different claim. At the
beginning, all the tasks were discussed and shared with the participants. Half of the participants were
asked to complete these tasks using GitHub first, followed by the use of Idea pool application. The
other half of participants completed the study in the opposite order, starting out with Idea pool
followed by GitHub. All the participants were asked to fill out a participant survey at the end of the
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study to evaluate Idea Pool on above listed questions. The entire study was completed within 45
minutes for all participants.

Participants
The 16 participants of this user study can be broadly categorized into two sets: (1) First set
consisted of students currently enrolled in various universities. They had prior experience with taking
project-based courses or collaborating on development projects. (2) Second set consisted of industry
professionals who actively keep themselves updated with new technologies by working on pet
projects. All the participants had been a part of brainstorming sessions to come up with project ideas
at the university or at the workplace.

Tasks
•

Create a list of two ideas that you found interesting or that inspired you while browsing
through each system.
The participants were allowed to go through all the existing projects on both platforms
and filter them out based on their preferred skill. They were asked to list down two ideas
that piqued their interest.

•

Create a project proposal and share it with friends or peers, asking them if they would
want to collaborate on it.
With Git, users first created a repository and updated project details in a ReadMe file.
Then, they shared the repository details with their peers using Gmail, slack, and other
preferred means of communication. Using Idea Pool, users were asked to fill out a specific
form in order to create a project proposal. The project is automatically shared with other
users of the application post creation.
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•

Search for a project of interest and send a request to collaborate on it in order to develop
a desired skill.
The participants were given a specific Git repository to look for open projects or existing
issues to contribute towards, in order to learn a desired skill. They were asked to fork the
repo or bookmark it so that they can further return and work on it later. Using Idea Pool
users asked to filter out the shared project proposals using the desired technical stack and
send a request for collaboration.

•

All participants were asked to fill out a survey to evaluate the claims about Idea Pool.

Survey
Idea pool was evaluated on the basis of following survey questions asked right after
completing the study:
1. Email
2. How often do you find yourself searching for projects to work on in order to learn/develop a
skill? (Every day / Once per week / Once per month / Almost never / Never)
3. Have you ever collaborated with others on projects of your interested area? (Every day /
Once per week / Once per month / Almost never / Never)
4. What tool(s) do you typically use for finding project ideas? (Check all that apply)
(Google / Google Docs / GitHub / LinkedIn / Email / Other)
5. What tool(s) do you typically use for starting design collaborations with friends/classmates?
(Check all that apply)
(Google / Google Docs / GitHub / LinkedIn / Email / Other)
6. Browsing through Idea Pool provided me with more interesting ideas for projects than
Git. (Strongly Disagree / Disagree / Neutral / Agree / Strongly Agree)
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7. Idea Pool gave me a more specific pool of elaborate project ideas to collaborate on than
Git. (Strongly Disagree / Disagree / Neutral / Agree / Strongly Agree)
8. Idea Pool is better than Git for helping me create & share project proposals with
others. (Strongly Disagree / Disagree / Neutral / Agree / Strongly Agree)
9. I would prefer to use Idea Pool instead of Git for starting design collaboration. (Strongly
Disagree / Disagree / Neutral / Agree / Strongly Agree)
10. Would you like to use Idea Pool in the future? (Yes / No / Maybe)
11. Would you recommend Idea Pool to your friends? (Yes / No / Maybe)
12. What did you like about Idea Pool? (Short answer question)
13. What do you think can be improved in Idea Pool? (Short answer question)

4.2 Observations
The responses gathered by the participants show that they agreed on the following claims
regarding Idea Pool (refer Figure 4.1 - 4.6):
•

Users consider Idea Pool more usable than Git for sharing project ideas with others
effectively.

•

Users would choose Idea Pool over Git for initiating collaboration on projects of interested
technical stack in order to improve their skill set.

•

Users prefer Idea Pool over Git for browsing through various project ideas people are
working on, inspiring them to devise innovative ideas of their own.
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Figure 4.1: Response gathered from Idea Pool Survey

Figure 4.2: Response gathered from Idea Pool Survey
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Figure 4.3: Response gathered from Idea Pool Survey

Figure 4.4: Response gathered from Idea Pool Survey
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Figure 4.5: Response gathered from Idea Pool Survey

Figure 4.6: Response gathered from Idea Pool Survey
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What did you like about Idea Pool?
Save lot of time as in searching new projects and ideas
User Friendly and easy collaboration
The ease to add the details of a new project proposal without missing critical details like
technology stack, number of collaborators etc., which I initially missed adding on Git.
Pictorial representation of the projects.
Ease of collaboration, Efficient
Interactive UI, Time saving, Innovative idea for networking with others in the field
Intuitive UI and scalable solution
Shows active projects open to collaborate; easy to add a project proposal
Easy-to-use, many project ideas available at one place.
It saves time while searching for ideas
Idea Pool has a much better UI than Git and it is much easier to look up active projects that I
am interested in.
Easy to use, great place to start a project
User friendly
Nice place to find people of similar interests
Interactive UI
It is user friendly and the ease of using it!
Easy to find projects of specific technology

Table 1: Feedback from users after using Idea Pool
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What do you think can be improved in Idea Pool?
Integration of open repos like GitHub.
Quicker means of communication like a messenger or slack
When a new project is created, the application can give an acknowledgment to the user with a
success message.
Extending the proposals to the implementation stage.
A forum or suggestion box can be added wherein other users can post their ideas and
suggestions
The addition of a few features like the ability to join an active project during its development
would be greatly appreciated.
Didn't get a confirmation message after creating the proposal.
Integration of implementation phase of the projects

Table 2: Suggestions from users after using Idea Pool

5. Conclusion
Idea pool provides a cool place for ideas to nurture and bring value to the people who planted
its seeds. It encourages idea generation and connects users with similar interests to initiate
collaboration on ideas of their interest while promoting Project Based Learning.
The system performed successfully in its evaluations. In the user study, all users agreed that
browsing through Idea Pool provided them with more interesting ideas for their projects, among
which 93.8% of users strongly agreed to it. All participants agreed that Idea Pool provided a more
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specific pool of ideas to initiate collaboration with others. 87.5% of the participants strongly agreed
that Idea Pool is better than Git for creating and sharing project proposals with others. The participants
also indicated that they would prefer using Idea Pool for initiating a design collaboration. 93.8% of
users expressed their interest in using Idea Pool in the future and recommending it to their friends.
Overall, these results show that Idea Pool inspires users to put their ideas forward and connects
them with people of similar interests while endorsing hand-on engagement at the same time. It makes
it easier for users to skim through a lot of ideas in a time-efficient manner in order to filter out the
ones that pique their interest and are currently ongoing. Gaining experience by collaborating with
others and adding projects to their portfolio, users can eventually benefit in advancing their career
goals.
The feedback from the user study also suggests that Idea Pool has a lot of potential for adding
enhancements in the future.
Idea Pool makes it really easy for the users to create a project proposal or engage themselves
in the one they feel interested in. This makes it a great tool for initiating a design collaboration.
However, extending this to the implementation phase of the project will ensure the execution of the
proposal, providing even more motivation to the users to join the platform. One way to do this is by
integrating it with software development version controls applications such as GitHub. With its
addition, users can start writing code right away after their request for collaboration is accepted. This
would also help the users to figure out the other projects their team members have worked on, how
actively they contribute to coding projects, and what other technologies they are interested in.
Moreover, users can be given the option to extend the scope of ongoing projects and onboard new
members during the development phase of the project.
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In addition to that, implementation of a better communication channel within the application
that facilitates instant messaging can be provided to accelerate the communication between users. An
indication of other user’s activity would help the current user identify how active they are and hence
set the expectation of getting a response accordingly. This would enhance the overall user experience
as a better feedback system would be in place along with existing features. It would also provide a
place for teams to engage in discussions related to their project, propose enhancements, and get status
updates on the current work. Continuous engagement with each other trims the chance of
miscommunication and keeps the project on the right track.
Further, the existing application can be enhanced to include a social networking aspect where
users can follow other users’ activities. People who have worked together on a project may want to
remain in contact or may want to initiate work on a new project. Having such a network in place not
only enhances one’s chances of contributing to more projects but also exposes their work ethics to a
greater number of people, which might help them in getting a programming job in the end. The
platform can also be utilized by industry professionals who seek to hire or fund professionals with
innovative ideas and hand-on experience on certain skills.
In conclusion, Idea Pool is an important innovation that can help ignite the inspiration to
convert project ideas into working systems while developing skills by project-based learning. It
performed very well in terms of usability and users found it to be time efficient. Adding further
enhancements to this system would alleviate its effectiveness and provide a more structured way to
further implement the proposed idea while building a strong professional network.
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